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The Idea of Democracy 1993
in the wake of the creation of new democratic regimes
around the world political theorists have begun to rethink the
nature and justification of this form of government this
collection of essays addresses a variety of fundamental
questions about democracy

Pluralism, Democracy and Political
Knowledge 2011
taking robert a dahl s one of the most important political
scholars and democratic theorists work as the point of
reference this book not only provides an illuminating history
of political science told via dahl and his critics but also offers
an analysis as to what progress we have made in our
thinking on pluralism and democracy

Problems of Modern Democracy
1896
aristocratic opinions of democracy popular government some
political and social aspects of the tariff criminal politics the
economic man idleness and immorality the duty of educated
men in a democracy who will pay the bills of socialism the
poltical situation in 1896 the real problems of democracy the
expenditure of rich men



Liberal Democracy and Political
Science 1990
discursive democracy examines how the political process can
be made more vital and meaningful

Discursive Democracy 1990
in praise of previous editions brilliant introduction new
statesman and society from start to finish arblaster s book is
stimulating and highly readable times higher educational
supplement an ideal first book to place in the hands of a
student embarking on the study of democracy journal of
commonwealth and comparative politics what is the meaning
of democracy why has democracy provoked hostility in the
past has the hostility entirely vanished how democratic are
contemporary western societies in reality and how might
they be made more democratic the revised and updated
edition of this widely acclaimed survey takes account of the
very different global context in which any discussion of
democracy must now take place including the mighty power
of the multinationals vis a vis elected governments the
resurgence of the idea of an islamic alternative to the
western democratic ideal and the suggestion that unelected
but powerful international bodies are effectively eroding the
authority of the democratic state anthony arblaster looks
first at the history of both the theory and practice of
democracy and the fierce opposition it has often provoked
showing how the representative version of democracy we are
now familiar with was a relatively late arrival on the scene he



finds the core of the idea of democracy in the notion of
popular power and in the second part of the book he
explores the meaning of this and the problems it involves
drawing on the classic writings of rousseau paine and john
stuart mill he shows how wide the gap is between their vision
of a fully democratic society and the limited realities of the
western democracies of today democracy he argues remains
a relevant ideal and a challenge to much conventional
political thinking as well as to the centralizing tendencies of
global power

Political Elites in A Democracy 1966
max weber is best known as one of the founders of modern
sociology and the author of the protestant ethic and the
spirit of capitalism but he also made important contributions
to modern political and democratic theory in democracy and
the political in max weber s thought terry maley explores
through a detailed analysis of weber s writings the
intersection of recent work on weber and on democratic
theory bridging the gap between these two rapidly
expanding areas of scholarship maley critically examines
how weber s realist model of democracy defines and
constrains the possibilities for democratic agency in modern
liberal democracies maley also looks at how ideas of
historical time and memory are constructed in his writings on
religion bureaucracy and the social sciences democracy and
the political in max weber s thought is both an accessible
introduction to weber s political thought and a spirited
defense of its continued relevance to debates on democracy



Problems of Modern Democracy
2002-10-16
what do ordinary citizens really want from their governments
democracy has long been considered an ideal state of
governance what if it s not perhaps it is not the end goal but
rather a transition stage to something better drawing on
original interviews conducted with citizens of more than
thirty countries zizi papacharissi explores what democracy is
what it means to be a citizen and what can be done to
enhance governance as she probes the ways governments
can better serve their citizens and evolve in positive ways
papacharissi gives a voice to everyday people whose ideas
and experiences of capitalism media and education can help
shape future governing practices this book expands on the
well known difficulties of realizing the intimacy of democracy
in a global world the democratic paradox and presents a
concrete vision of how communications technologies can be
harnessed to implement representative equality information
equality and civic literacy

Democracy 2011-01-01
this book presents the latest research in the field of political
economy dealing with the integration of economics and
politics and the way institutions affect social decisions the
authors are eminent scholars from the u s canada britain
spain italy mexico and the philippines many of them have
been influenced by nobel laureate douglass north who
pioneered the new institutional social sciences or by william



h riker who contributed to the field of positive political theory
the book focuses on topics such as case studies in
institutional analysis research on war and the formation of
states the analysis of corruption new techniques for
analyzing elections involving game theory and empirical
methods comparing elections under plurality and
proportional rule and in developed and new democracies

Democracy and the Political in Max
Weber's Thought 2021-02-09
containing almost 200 entries the encyclopedia of
democratic thought explores all the ideas that matter to
democracy it is destined to become the first port of call for
all students teachers and researchers of political science

After Democracy 2011-06-11
democracy is the most widely used way of organizing politics
in the contemporary world comparative democratic politics
brings together a team of renowned international scholars to
provide a comprehensive review of theory and research in
this essential area of comparative study a key aim to the
book is to introduce and understand representative
democracy as a political process and contemporary system
of governance in need of constant attention and scrutiny four
important themes include the contribution of comparative
politics as a distinct field within political science to our
understanding of democracy democratic politics and
democratic theory what we can learn from a comparative



analysis of the role functioning and behaviour of the principal
actors electorate parties and institutions across nations the
relationship between politics and public policy formation and
processes of democratic decision making and corresponding
policy making capacity how we measure contemporary
democracy or democratic performance in both a procedural
and material sense comparative democratic politics will
afford new and important insights to the contemporary study
of representative democracy it will be essential reading for
all students and academics of political science and public
policy seeking a deeper understanding of both the world s so
called established and emerging democracies

Political Economy of Institutions,
Democracy and Voting 2001
democracy for sale is an on the ground account of
indonesian democracy analyzing its election campaigns and
behind the scenes machinations edward aspinall and ward
berenschot assess the informal networks and political
strategies that shape access to power and privilege in the
messy political environment of contemporary indonesia in
post suharto indonesian politics the exchange of patronage
for political support is commonplace clientelism argue the
authors saturates the political system and in democracy for
sale they reveal the everyday practices of vote buying
influence peddling manipulating government programs and
skimming money from government projects in doing so
aspinall and berenschot advance three major arguments the
first argument points toward the role of religion kinship and



other identities in indonesian clientelism the second explains
how and why indonesia s distinctive system of free wheeling
clientelism came into being and the third argument
addresses variation in the patterns and intensity of
clientelism through these arguments and with comparative
leverage from political practices in india and argentina
democracy for sale provides compelling evidence of the
importance of informal networks and relationships rather
than formal parties and institutions in contemporary
indonesia

Encyclopedia of Democratic
Thought 2002-03-26
based on a new data set covering 29 european and
neighboring countries this volume shows how europeans
view and evaluate democracy what are their conceptions of
democracy how do they assess the quality of democracy in
their own country and to what extent do they consider their
country s democracy as legitimate the study shows that
europeans share a common view of liberal democracy which
is complemented by elements of social and direct democracy
which go beyond the basic liberal model the level of their
demands in terms of democracy varies however considerably
across europe and is related to their assessment of
democracy the worse the quality of democracy in a given
country the higher the respective demands on democracy
the analysis of the determinants of democratic views and
evaluations shows that they depend on the political and
economic but less on the cultural context conditions



comparative politics is a series for students teachers and
researchers of political science that deals with contemporary
government and politics global in scope books in the series
are characterised by a stress on comparative analysis and
strong methodological rigour the series is published in
association with the european consortium for political
research for more information visit ecprnet eu the
comparative politics series is edited by emilie van haute
professor of political science universite libre de bruxelles
ferdinand muller rommel director of the center for the study
of democracy leuphana university and susan scarrow chair of
the department of political science university of houston

Comparative Democratic Politics
2019-04-15
this book along with its companion volume democracy as the
political empowerment of the citizen relates the democratic
potential of the latest electronic technologies to the idea of
direct participatory democracy taking a critical look at the
past and present theories of democracy this volume clarifies
the original meaning of the idea of democracy and explains
the distortions it has suffered throughout its long history

Democracy for Sale 2016
this book provides a highly original account of the changing
meaning of democracy in the contemporary world offering
both an historical and philosophical analysis of the nature
and prospects of democracy today



How Europeans View and Evaluate
Democracy 2005
western political thought has long maintained that
democracy once achieved is here to stay this view appears
to be supported by successive waves of democratisation
across the world but in truth the political situation of our time
is much more ambiguous on the one hand the commitment
to democracy seems to be more widely shared than ever on
the other popular will has ever less impact on political
decisions because of alleged constraints in an era of
globalisation existing democracies suffer from a combination
of technocratic governance and populist reactions global
political communication has foundered with addressing
urgent problems such as climate change global social justice
and economic financial crises by placing political condition of
our time in its long term historical context this book radically
reconsiders key issues of political thought and gives you a
comparative exploration of the current experiences of
democracy in several world regions

Democracy as the Political
Empowerment of the People
2013-04-23
although the modern age is often described as the age of
democratic revolutions the subject of popular founding has
not captured the imagination of contemporary political
thought most of the time democratic theory and political



science treat as the object of their inquiry normal politics
institutionalized power and consolidated democracies this
study shows why it is important for democratic theory to
rethink the question of democracy s beginnings is there a
founding unique to democracies can a democracy be
democratically established what are the implications of
expanding democratic politics in light of the question of
whether and how to address democracy s beginnings kalyvas
addresses these questions and scrutinizes the possibility of
democratic beginnings in terms of the category of the
extraordinary as he reconstructs it from the writings of max
weber carl schmitt and hannah arendt and their views on the
creation of new political symbolic and constitutional orders

Democracy and the Global Order
2016-01-18
democracy is established as a generally uncontested ideal
while regimes inspired by this form of government fall under
constant criticism hence the steady erosion of confidence in
representatives that has become one of the major political
issues of our time amidst these challenges the paradox
remains that while citizens are less likely to make the trip to
the ballot box the world is far from entering a phase of
general political apathy demonstrations and activism abound
in the streets in cities across the globe and on the internet
pierre rosanvallon analyses the mechanisms used to register
a citizen s expression of confidence or distrust and then
focuses on the role that distrust plays in democracy from
both a historical and theoretical perspective this radical shift



in perspective uncovers a series of practices surveillance
prevention and judgement through which society corrects
and exerts pressure

Trouble with Democracy 2008-06-30
presentation of a new ethical vision of democracy built
around self rule civic education and ethical cultivation

Democracy and the Politics of the
Extraordinary 2008-11-20
a comprehensive encyclopedia of 417 articles and an
appendix containing the texts of twenty primary source
documents covering the people politics and philosophies that
shaped democracy from ancient greece to the present

Counter-Democracy 2010
american democracy faces severe challenges today as
everyday life gathers pace national borders become
increasingly porous and commodity culture becomes more
dominant democracy and vision assembles a cast of
prominent political theorists to consider the problems
confronting political life by reviewing assessing and
expanding on the ideas of one of the most influential political
thinkers of the past forty years sheldon wolin the book
consists of three sections linked by the underlying theme of
wolin s monumental effort to define the political and the
conditions of democratic life in the first nicholas xenos



george kateb fred dallmayr and charles taylor focus in
particular on whether mass political participation sustainable
in times of upheaval as what wolin aptly termed fugitive
democracy can be buoyed by political institutions during
periods of stability in the second section wendy brown aryeh
botwinick melissa a orlie and anne norton examine the
relevance of wolin s ideas to current debates about for
example social diversity and the commercialization of culture
in the last stephen k white kirstie m mcclure michael j
shapiro and j peter euben address globalization and
temporality in relation to wolin s narrative of decline asking
among other things whether citizenship today must
incorporate a cosmopolitan dimension these essays and an
introduction by william connolly that lucidly outlines wolin s
thought and the deep uncertainty about political theory in
the 1960s that did much to inspire his work offer
unprecedented insights into wolin s lament that modernity
has meant the loss of the political

The Promise of Democracy 1995
in democracy disfigured nadia urbinati diagnoses the ills that
beset the body politic in an age of hyper partisanship and
media monopolies and offers a spirited defense of the messy
compromises and contentious outcomes that define
democracy urbinati identifies three types of democratic
disfiguration the unpolitical the populist and the
plebiscitarian each undermines a crucial division that a well
functioning democracy must preserve the wall separating the
free forum of public opinion from governmental institutions
that enact the will of the people unpolitical democracy



delegitimizes political opinion in favor of expertise populist
democracy radically polarizes the public forum in which
opinion is debated and plebiscitary democracy overvalues
the aesthetic and nonrational aspects of opinion for urbinati
democracy entails a permanent struggle to make visible the
issues that citizens deem central to their lives opinion is thus
a form of action as important as the mechanisms that
organize votes and mobilize decisions urbinati focuses less
on the overt enemies of democracy than on those who pose
as its friends technocrats wedded to procedure demagogues
who make glib appeals to the people and media operatives
who given their preference would turn governance into a
spectator sport and citizens into fans of opposing teams

The Encyclopedia of Democracy
2001-07-22
this book is a stimulating contribution to the new literature it
is not intended as a comprehensive review of the full range
of topics nor is it solely a summary of research findings it
consists in essence of an open ended debate on a limited
series of related issues in which the reader is invited to
participate who might profit by an examination of these
topics what can a reader expect to learn through perusing
this particular account and even vicariously joining in the
discussion of the social structure of power the role of
bureaucracy in american life today and what is meant by a
democratic society in addition the book offers the perceptive
reader an illuminating example of a much neglected topic in
that segment of the new literature which stems from the



social sciences namely the role of the observer in
relationship to what is observed the editors should be
commended for bringing together not a bland series of polite
statements but a stimulating discussion which raises more
questions than it answers more important it raises questions
that have to be posed in any significant appraisal of america
today john useem head sociology and anthropology michigan
state university

Democracy and Vision 2014-02-25
offers an examination of ancient modern and contemporary
political theories and practices in order to develop a more
expansive way of conceptualizing memory how political
power influences the presence of the past and memory
songoing impact on democratic horizons

Democracy Disfigured 2018-12-12
today iran is once again in the headlines reputed to be
developing nuclear weapons the future of iraq s next door
neighbor is a matter of grave concern both for the stability of
the region and for the safety of the global community
president george w bush labeled it part of the axis of evil and
rails against the country s authoritarian leadership yet as
bush trumpets the spread of democracy throughout the
middle east few note that iran has one of the longest running
experiences with democracy in the region in this book ali
gheissari and vali nasr look at the political history of iran in
the modern era and offer an in depth analysis of the
prospects for democracy to flourish there after having



produced the only successful islamist challenge to the state
a revolution and an islamic republic iran is now poised to
produce a genuine and indigenous democratic movement in
the muslim world democracy in iran is neither a sudden
development nor a western import gheissari and nasr argue
the concept of democracy in iran today may appear to be a
reaction to authoritarianism but it is an old idea with a
complex history one that is tightly interwoven with the main
forces that have shaped iranian society and politics
institutions identities and interests indeed the demand for
democracy first surfaced in iran a century ago at the end of
the qajar period and helped produce iran s surprisingly
liberal first constitution in 1906 gheissari and nasr seek to
understand why democracy failed to grow roots and lost
ground to an autocratic iranian state why was democracy
absent from the ideological debates of the 1960s and 1970s
most important why has it now become a powerful social
political and intellectual force how have modernization social
change economic growth and the experience of the
revolution converged to make this possible

Power and Democracy in America
2014
in this prize winning book one of the most prominent political
theorists of our time makes a major statement about what
democracy is and why it is important robert dahl examines
the most basic assumptions of democratic theory tests them
against the questions raised by its critics and recasts the
theory of democracy into a new and coherent whole he



concludes by discussing the directions in which democracy
must move if advanced democratic states are to exist in the
future when robert dahl speaks about democracy everyone
should listen with democracy and its critics dahl has
produced a work destined to become another classic lucian w
pye american political science review in this magisterial work
dahl describe s what democracy means why our own
democracy is still deeply flawed and how we could reform it
a work of extraordinary intelligence and what is even rarer a
work of extraordinary wisdom robert n bellah new york times
book review

The Power of Memory in Democratic
Politics 2006-06-15
for every citizen of the world there is no more urgent issue
than the spread of democracy democracy is what the wto
protestors are calling for it s the main concern of human
rights advocates and it s only long term way to end terrorism
but how does democracy spread what can be done to
encourage and support this remarkable new collection brings
together some of the best minds in variety of fields to
discuss the conditions that promote and sustain or
undermine and extinguish democratic institutions and ideas
spanning political thought from ancient athens to
contemporary sub saharan africa the contributors develop an
outline of how democracy develops several key factors
emerge democratic transitions are always heavily shaped by
the ideas and practices of past regimes like tribal traditions
in africa international political and economic pressure to



liberalize as in asia and current economic conditions the
quality of democracy is almost always improved by the
elimination of religion as the center of the state by the move
from democracy as protection of the individual from the
state to democracy as enhancer of rights and by the
progression from a focus on the individual to a focus on the
community expansive in its coverage and fundamental in its
significance the making and unmaking of democracy is a
volume to learn from argue against and expand upon

Democracy in Iran 2008-10-01
it is usually held that representative government is not
strictly democratic since it does not allow the people
themselves to directly make decisions but here taking as her
guide thomas paine s subversive view that athens by
representation would have surpassed her own democracy
nadia urbinati challenges this accepted wisdom arguing that
political representation deserves to be regarded as a fully
legitimate mode of democratic decision making and not just
a pragmatic second choice when direct democracy is not
possible as urbinati shows the idea that representation is
incompatible with democracy stems from our modern
concept of sovereignty which identifies politics with a
decision maker s direct physical presence and the immediate
act of the will she goes on to contend that a democratic
theory of representation can and should go beyond these
identifications political representation she demonstrates is
ultimately grounded in a continuum of influence and power
created by political judgment as well as the way presence
through ideas and speech links society with representative



institutions deftly integrating the ideas of such thinkers as
rousseau kant emmanuel joseph sieyès paine and the
marquis de condorcet with her own urbinati constructs a
thought provoking alternative vision of democracy

Democracy and Its Critics
2013-11-26
john keane s the life and death of democracy will inspire and
shock its readers presenting the first grand history of
democracy for well over a century it poses along the way
some tough and timely questions can we really be sure that
democracy had its origins in ancient greece how did
democratic ideals and institutions come to have the shape
they do today given all the recent fanfare about democracy
promotion why are many people now gripped by the feeling
that a bad moon is rising over all the world s democracies do
they indeed have a future or is perhaps democracy fated to
melt away along with our polar ice caps the work of one of
britain s leading political writers this is no mere antiquarian
history stylishly written this superb book confronts its
readers with an entirely fresh and irreverent look at the past
present and future of democracy it unearths the beginnings
of such precious institutions and ideals as government by
public assembly votes for women the secret ballot trial by
jury and press freedom it tracks the changing hotly disputed
meanings of democracy and describes quite a few of the
extraordinary characters many of them long forgotten who
dedicated their lives to building or defending democracy and
it explains why democracy is still potentially the best form of



government on earth and why democracies everywhere are
sleepwalking their way into deep trouble

The Making and Unmaking of
Democracy 2008-09-15
democracy is established as a generally uncontested ideal
while regimes inspired by this form of government fall under
constant criticism hence the steady erosion of confidence in
representatives that has become one of the major political
issues of our time amidst these challenges the paradox
remains that while citizens are less likely to make the trip to
the ballot box the world is far from entering a phase of
general political apathy demonstrations and activism abound
in the streets in cities across the globe and on the internet
pierre rosanvallon analyses the mechanisms used to register
a citizen s expression of confidence or distrust and then
focuses on the role that distrust plays in democracy from
both a historical and theoretical perspective this radical shift
in perspective uncovers a series of practices surveillance
prevention and judgement through which society corrects
and exerts pressure

Representative Democracy
2009-06-01
how will democracy end and what will replace it a
preeminent political scientist examines the past present and
future of an endangered political philosophy since the end of
world war ii democracy s sweep across the globe seemed



inexorable yet today it seems radically imperiled even in
some of the world s most stable democracies how bad could
things get in how democracy ends david runciman argues
that we are trapped in outdated twentieth century ideas of
democratic failure by fixating on coups and violence we are
focusing on the wrong threats our societies are too affluent
too elderly and too networked to fall apart as they did in the
past we need new ways of thinking the unthinkable a twenty
first century vision of the end of democracy and whether its
collapse might allow us to move forward to something better
a provocative book by a major political philosopher how
democracy ends asks the most trenchant questions that
underlie the disturbing patterns of our contemporary political
life

The Life and Death of Democracy
2008
a comprehensive selection of the political analyst s works
which present his views on such topics as the dilemma of
liberal democracy

Counter-democracy 2018-06-05
this book is about the status of political equality under global
political conditions if political equality generally is considered
a core feature of democracy it has received little attention
among theorists concerned with global governance given the
enormous emphasis on democracy as legitimizing factor in
global politics this neglect is noteworthy this book sets out to



address what accounts for the neglect on the one hand and
how it may be remedied on the other the overall aim is to
revitalize the debate on the status of political equality in
transnational democracy

How Democracy Ends 1982
democratic innovations in central and eastern europe
expands research on democratic innovations by looking
specifically at different forms of democratic innovations in
central and eastern europe the book covers direct
democracy referendums in particular deliberative democracy
practices and e participation forms which are salient in
practice because they match the political realities of our time
expert contributors show how the recent actions of ordinary
citizens in several central and eastern european countries
have challenged the contemporary political order and
grassroots movements and diverse forms of mobilization
have challenged the notion of weak civil societies in the east
the empirical evidence presented attempts to deepen citizen
involvement in political contexts sometimes quite different
from the democratic political systems in the western world
using lessons from a still largely underexplored part of
europe the book both complements and revises theoretical
approaches or complements empirical results in existing
studies on democratic innovations democratic innovations in
central and eastern europe will be of great interest to
scholars working on democracy political systems political
engagement and central and eastern european politics the
chapters originally published as a special issue of
contemporary politics



The Essential Lippmann 2013-11-07
democracy is all about masses participation in public
functions private citizens participation in politics and public
functions it is argued that it is the surest security against the
tyranny of the state over the individual but participation in
politics and public function by private citizens is not enough
to guarantee security against the tyranny of the state over
individuals unless an individual can through his personal
participation effectively check and control the government
especially the effects of government s policies on him but
how can his personal participation be effective if he does not
understand his rights and responsibilities as a citizen the
principles processes and requirements of democracy as well
as the nature and purpose of a political state today following
the wave of democratization sweeping across the globe
democracy has become the most coveted form of
government unfortunately most states that joined the band
wagon of democratization are not enjoying the so called
dividends of democracy this many scholars have blamed on
lack of proper understanding of the basic principles
processes and requirements of democracy political education
is one instrument that enhances a people s capacity for
effective and meaningful participation in government and
public functions the aim of this book is to enhance our
understanding of contending issues in democracy the book
discusses such issues as meaning principles and conditions
for the working of democracy who counts as the people in a
democracy the possibility of effective representation majority
rule and minority rights the meaning and principles of good
governance and the relation between democracy and good



governance the book argues that in as much as democracy
could promote good governance it is not a guarantee nor
synonymous with good governance

Political Equality in Transnational
Democracy 2020-05-21
tocqueville pessimistically predicted that liberty and equality
would be incompatible ideas robert dahl author of the classic
a preface to democratic theory explores this alleged conflict
particularly in modern american society where differences in
ownership and control of corporate enterprises create
inequalities in resources among americans that in turn
generate inequality among them as citizens arguing that
americans have misconceived the relation between
democracy private property and the economic order the
author contends that we can achieve a society of real
democracy and political equality without sacrificing liberty by
extending democratic principles into the economic order
although enterprise control by workers violates many
conventional political and ideological assumptions of
corporate capitalism as well as of state socialism dahl
presents an empirically informed and philosophically acute
defense of workplace democracy he argues in the light of
experiences here and abroad that an economic system of
worker owned and worker controlled enterprises could
provide a much better foundation for democracy political
equality and liberty than does our present system of
corporate capitalism



Democratic Innovations in Central
and Eastern Europe 2019-01-13
in this timely and provocative volume some of the world s
leading political and constitutional theorists come together to
debate michael sandel s celebrated thesis that the united
states is in the the grip of a flawed public philosophy
procedural liberalism beginning with an original stage setting
introduction by ronald beiner and ending with a reply by
michael sandel sandel s liberal and feminist critics square off
with his communitarian and civic republican sympathizers in
a lively and wide ranging discussion spanning constitutional
law culture and political economy practical topical issues of
immigration gay marriage federalism adoption abortion
corporate speech militias and economic disparity are
debated alongside theories of civic virtue citizenship identity
and community not only does this volume provide the most
comprehensive and insightful critique of sandel s democracy
s discontent to date it also makes a very significant
substantive contribution to contemporary political and legal
philosophy in its own right it will prove essential reading for
all those interested in the future of american politics law and
public philosophy

Democracy and Good Governance
1985



A Preface to Economic Democracy
1998-10-15

Debating Democracy's Discontent
1979

Authority and Democracy
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